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	Aruba: A Virtual Tour
This CD-ROM incorporates the latest in Virtual Reality photography and Quicktime technology to impart a complete island tour at the click of a mouse. See the inside of every hotel in Virtual Reality and on video, as well as tour Aruba’s important attractions such as the Gold Mill, Lourdes Grotto, golf course, etc. As a &#8230; Continue reading "Aruba: A Virtual Tour"
	Aruba Photo Image Library
On two CD-ROM disks, over 100 of Aruba’s most colorful and scenic images have been collected for the purpose of royalty free photography of the island. Intended for newspapers, magazines or any journalist looking to embellish their articles about Aruba, images from this disk have been used for numerous purposes. BC Pictures also produced the &#8230; Continue reading "Aruba Photo Image Library"
	Parke-Davis/Pfizer: Lipitor
A training CD-ROM for marketing representatives of Parke-Davis/Pfizer. It teaches the sales representatives about the benefits of Lipitor over competitive medicines for controlling cholesterol levels. A custom presentation folder was created to allow printed inserts and a CD-ROM to reside in one marketing package. The CD-ROM contains 20 minutes of video, and was produced in &#8230; Continue reading "Parke-Davis/Pfizer: Lipitor"
	The Search for Ancient Wisdom
The Search for Ancient Wisdom follows the travels of Bob and Bea Connolly in their TV series, &#8220;Timeless Places.&#8221; Here, along with providing basic travel information to some unusual destinations, questions are asked pertaining to the existence of ancient aliens and technology which has long been lost. The information is presented in a lighthearted manner &#8230; Continue reading "The Search for Ancient Wisdom"
	WorldPhoto Essentials Image Library
While traveling and filming the world for our TV productions, we also have been taking 35 mm slide photography of every destination. This photo library is available as a collection of over 3000 images &#8211; all royalty free.

